
Emmanuel Macron, the 40-year-old president of
France, came to the United States last week to
cement his relationship with Donald Trump, the 71-

year-old US president he calls his good friend. He came,
too, to save the Iran nuclear deal. The three-day state vis-
it was a vivid display of Macron’s political showmanship,
a kind not seen since Britain’s Tony Blair left the political
scene more than a decade ago. During a joint press con-
ference, Macron kissed Trump on the cheek, a Gallic ges-
ture which seemed to embarrass the American a little.
Trump’s recovery line: “I like this guy a lot!”

Politics at that level must be a show, in which Trump,
the ex-reality TV show star, should dominate. But he’s
often clumsy in public, showing ignorance of detail,
resorting to lame phrases. Macron, who attended the
Ecole nationale d’administration - since 1945 charged
with creating the country’s governing and business elite -
shows all that finishing school’s easy mastery, along with
his own self-confidence.

Macron’s speech to the joint meeting of Congress on
Wednesday was a French classic: a first act of throbbing-
ly sincere evocation of US and French history as revolu-
tionary countries, of their common devotion to freedom
and democracy, followed by a second act in which he laid
down his own views on the world order. When these are
explained to Trump, he may regret his affection for
Macron, who rammed home fundamental differences with
implied criticisms of the US president’s stances on free
trade, climate change, nationalism and multilateralism.

And on Iran. The multinational Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action (JCPOA) agreement lifts many sanctions
on Iran in exchange for a closely monitored renunciation
by the Islamic Republic of any development of nuclear
weapons. Trump has repeatedly described it as the “worst
deal ever” and vowed to scrap it. Macron, in his speech to
the U.S. legislators, reminded them, and the president,
that the deal was initiated by Trump’s predecessor,
Barack Obama - and that it should not be scrapped
unless something better was to be put in its place.

That something better seems to be the possibility of a
super-deal, in which the existing agreement is one of four
pillars - the others being a long-term deal to come into
being after the present one expires; pressure on Iran to
suspend its ballistic missile program (a particular concern
of Washington) and a full-scale effort, by Europe and the
United States, to produce an all-embracing framework
for regional peace.

Macron got an ambiguous agreement from Trump that
he and European partners might work something out, a

demonstration for Trump that making a threat to ditch the
deal gets the Europeans scurrying around to find a way
of accommodating him. Has Trump, the great dealmaker,
actually set the stage, with help from his friend Macron,
for a breakthrough - not just on Iran, but in a region in
which tensions involving Syria, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Israel
and others are escalating dangerously?

There are three important actors in play whose actions
will answer that question sooner or later. Trump may, in
the end, be reluctant to break with the deal’s European
signatories - Russia and China have signed too - espe-
cially after the International Atomic Energy Agency as
well as his own State Department have certified that Iran
is observing its conditions. And would his planned talks

with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un on “denucleariza-
tion” have any chance of success if the dictator saw a US
agreement so lightly discarded?

Then there’s Macron. His performance in Washington
was impeccable, and inspiring - for liberals. “We can
build the 21st century world order,” he told the legislators,
“based on a new breed of multilateralism...” But the
domestic ice on which Macron skates grows thinner.
Strikes by railway workers, Air France pilots and others
continue; he cannot shake the appellation that he is “the
president of the rich”. 

His drive to create a more integrated Europe, and all-
European parties, has met with no more than tepid,
shifty support - including from Germany, where seem-
ingly weary Chancellor Angela Merkel leads an already-
fractious coalition. Resistance in France to radical eco-
nomic and labor reforms remains strong; European
states also fear relinquishing national control in the face
of rising public anti-Europeanism. Macron needs a suc-
cess, and he has had one - on the public stage. Behind it,
the aura is fading.

The third actor is Iran itself. Its influence in Syria and
on Iraq, its continued sponsorship of Hezbollah militants
in Lebanon and its ambition to lead the anti-Israel strug-
gle mask a weak economy, the continued exodus of many
of its smartest workers, little foreign investment and a
growing series of revolts and demonstrations by the mid-
dle class. Its facade can be formidable, but it’s a regime in
decline. Which does not, of course, make it easier to deal
with. On the contrary, it has already made clear it will
brook no changes to the agreement.

Yet the Macron visit may have achieved a surprising
result. The US president looked and sounded more... sen-
sible. If the Frenchman has shown him, even dimly, that
the leader of the free world must embrace the ideals of
liberty, democracy and the rule of law as well as respect
agreements, then he may have started the education of
Donald J Trump into something resembling the president
his country deserves.  —Reuters
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Celebrating 
service to others

Last week, the Arab American Institute held its 20th
Khalil Gibran “Spirit of Humanity” Awards Gala.
This annual event provides an opportunity for Arab

Americans to recognize organizations, leaders and
activists from around the world for their service to
humanity.  During the past two decades, the Institute has
honored such illustrious figures as: Mohammad Ali, Lech
Walesa, the leader of Solidarity Movement and former
Prime Minister of Poland, Queen Noor Al-Hussein, Salma
Hayek, and former President of Ireland and UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights, Mary Robinson.

Also honored in past years were institutions like
Amnesty International, St. Jude’s Children’s Research
Hospital, ANERA, and Save the Children. These individu-
als and organizations have been recognized not only for
the work they have done, but also because their example
has inspired us to emulate their efforts. The light they
have shown is like a beacon in a dark night reminding us
that there is no higher calling than to serve those who are
vulnerable and in need. 

This year’s Gibran award recipients are exemplary.
World renowned Chef Jose Andres has led the way by
organizing massive food relief efforts to respond to vic-
tims of natural disasters. Beginning in 2010 following the
earthquake that devastated Haiti, Andres founded World
Central Kitchen (WCK), a network of chefs from around
the committed to “creating smart solutions to hunger.” 

WCK has operated in eight countries opening
kitchens to feed those whose communities and homes
have been destroyed. After hurricane Maria devastated
Puerto Rico in 2017, Andres personally led the effort to
establish 25 kitchens throughout the island that provided
millions of meals to those without power or access to
food. By the time they were fully operational, they were
serving 150,000 meals each day. In the end, the efforts of
Andres’ WCK fed more people than the programs set up
by the US government or the Red Cross. 

Preeminent champion
For the last century, the American Civil Liberties

Union (ACLU) has been the United States’ preeminent
champion for civil liberties. They have protected freedom
of speech and fought to protect vulnerable communities
whose rights were being threatened by government
repression. The ACLU was one of the only organizations
with the courage to fight the internment of Japanese dur-
ing World War II and in the decades following the war,
they provided leadership in opposing segregationist laws
that had denied African Americans the right to vote and
the guarantee of equal treatment under the law. 

More recently, the ACLU has defended the rights of
Arabs and Muslims facing profiling, unlawful government
surveillance, restrictions on free speech, and efforts to
limit their religious freedoms. It was the ACLU that suc-
cessfully overturned some state laws that have attempted
to make support for BDS illegal.  And today, they are a
leading force challenging the Trump Administration’s
refugee and Muslim bans. 

Ireland’s Senator Frances Black is a trailblazer and role
model committed to protecting the vulnerable and chal-
lenging government policies when they fall short. She is a
renowned and award-winning Irish singer whose life-tra-
jectory has led her to public service wherever she has
seen people in need. 

Before running for elective office, Black founded The
RISE Foundation in 2009 to provide support and servic-
es for those she refers to as the “silent victims” of drug
and alcohol addiction. As she once noted, there are rehab
programs for the addicts, but until RISE was formed the
addict’s family members were overlooked and left to suf-
fer in the shadows. 

As a Senator, she has demonstrated her expansive
vision, becoming a leading advocate for migrants and
the homeless. Senator Black is also the chair of the Irish
Senate’s Palestine Working Group, which is leading the
effort to have Ireland recognize Palestinian statehood
and to be more vigorous in opposing Israel’s occupa-
tion and settlement policies.  In honoring these champi-
ons, the Institute is holding up values and behaviors that
represent the best of our humanity, values espoused by
the great Syrian/Lebanese American poet, Gibran
Khalil Gibran. 

Almost one century ago, Gibran often wrote about the
importance of service to those in need, calling it the high-
est calling in life. “Service brings joy,” he said. Like much
of what Gibran wrote back then, his words apply to every
place and age. The Khalil Gibran Gala speaks to his
vision, calling on us to embrace a vision of humanity that
celebrates - not the acquisition of power, position, and
wealth - but rather a life lived in the service of others. 

There are many challenges facing America and our
world today as many lives are shattered by war, an ero-
sion of democracy, widespread violations of human
rights, growing disparities in income and opportunity,
homelessness, and addiction. For some, the accumulated
impact of all this suffering and tragedy has resulted in a
loss of hope and a sense of powerlessness. What is so
remarkable about the evening in which we celebrate the
“Spirit of Humanity” by awarding those who have risen
above despair and acted to serve those who are vulnera-
ble and in need, is that the event’s attendees leave with
their spirits uplifted. Gibran was right: Service is joy.
Doing for others not only helps those who are served, it
can also cure our own despair by restoring our faith in
each other and in our capacity to make change.

NOTE: Dr James J Zogby is the President of the Arab
American Institute
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#MeToo activists 
use blockchain to 
skirt China censors

Attempts to silence a student who drew
attention to sexual abuse allegations at
a Chinese university have inspired tech-

savvy activists to use blockchain technology to
dodge censors and keep the fledgling #MeToo
movement alive. The uproar began when a stu-
dent wrote an open letter this week accusing a
staff member at Peking University of trying to
intimidate her over a petition she launched
urging the school to make public an investiga-
tion into a 1998 sexual abuse case.

The student’s missive was quickly taken
down from Chinese social media after it went
viral, only to resurface on the blockchain serv-
ice Ethereum on Monday night, attracting hun-
dreds of comments that are virtually unassail-
able. “This is how we use technology to (fight)
against brutal tyranny,” said one commenter,
while others hailed it as a “historic moment”.
The #MeToo movement has been concentrat-
ed in university campuses in China, and the
authorities have tolerated some social media
commentary about sexual harassment allega-
tions in recent months.

But the furore over the Peking University
case appears to have been too much for cen-
sors. A search for the student’s name on the
popular Weibo microblogging platform yields
no results. Yue Xin, a foreign languages stu-
dent, co-authored a petition with around 20
others demanding the university release details
of the probe into allegations a student was
driven to suicide after being sexually abused
by a professor. The professor, who now teach-
es at Nanjing University in eastern China, was
suspended pending the investigation after the

allegations emerged earlier this month.
In her open letter, Yue said a student adviser

came to her dorm at about 1:00 am (1700 GMT
Saturday) on Sunday, with Yue’s “terrified”
mother in tow, and demanded she delete all
information related to the petition from her
phone and laptop. Yue wrote she had also
received veiled threats from university officials
over whether she would be allowed to graduate.
She said the university’s actions had caused her
mother to have an “emotional meltdown” and
had “broken their relationship”. “When I saw
my mother crying, slapping her face, falling on
her knees, and threatening to commit suicide,
my heart was bleeding,” she said in her letter.

‘Symbolic move’ 
Chinese social media users often find

roundabout ways to avoid censors. In this case,
some resorted to posting a photo of the letter
upside down to avoid detection technology.
The text has also found an impregnable home
in the hard-to-crack blockchain - a technology
usually associated with cryptocurrencies. A
blockchain is essentially a shared, encrypted
“ledger” that cannot be manipulated. But find-
ing the letter is not easy. It is attached to a
transaction viewable on a link.

Seeing the letter requires downloading the
entire blockchain and searching for it with spe-
cial software tools, said Leonhard Weese,
president of The Bitcoin Association of Hong
Kong. Embedding her message into a
blockchain is “largely a symbolic move”,
Weese said. “It’s true that this message cannot
be deleted (or altered) from a blockchain,
because all participants of the network will be
forced to store it forever, but this won’t help in
spreading the message,” he said. But censors
would struggle to delete the nearly 300 com-
ments that have appeared so far. Everyone
who is part of the blockchain has to keep a
copy of the transaction, creating multiple
copies in thousands of computers, —AFP

European unions 
look for new role

European labor movements have been
losing steam for decades, but can trade
unions forge a new role for themselves

leading the fight against wage inequality or
protecting workers in the new “gig econo-
my”? “It’s wrong to think that unions belong
to the old world,” says Thiebault Weber of the
European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC),
an umbrella group for European trade unions.
Ahead of the annual Labor Day celebrations
worldwide on May 1, he acknowledged that
they face a “big challenge” in continuing to
defend the strong social model found in
Europe “without the strong membership base
of the past”.

The decline began in the 1980s with a wave
of privatizations of state companies, reductions
in heavy industry and the rise of free-market
economics made famous by US President
Ronald Reagan and British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher. In France, Britain,
Switzerland and the Netherlands, the level of
union membership has fallen by over a third
since the 1980s, according to the OECD.
Economists have tied this disaffection to rising
individualism, unemployment and growing job
insecurity, noting that workers on project-
based, part-time or casual contracts are less
likely to join unions.

They have also linked waning union clout to
the decline in traditional political parties, par-
ticularly the big parties of the left including
Communist movements which were the historic
defenders of trade unions. Across Europe, the
picture is highly contrasted, both in terms of
union sway and membership. Nordic countries
like Sweden and Finland boasting union mem-
bership rates of about 70 percent compared to

around 10 percent in France and Poland and
about 20 percent in Germany and Spain.

But Germany’s labor confederation DGB,
France’s public sector heavyweight CGT and
Italy’s CGIL still have the power to call mass
protests and strikes. With rising inequality a
major issue in many developed democracies,
economists say that countries where unions are
weak are those where the gap in income
between rich and poor is the greatest. In 2015,
researchers from the International Monetary
Fund - an organization that usually backs the
kind of reforms resisted by unions - published a
study showing that the decline of unions had
aggravated social inequality in wealthy coun-
tries by reducing the negotiating power of
workers to the benefit of top management and
shareholders. Strong unions also help keep the
salaries of CEOs in check, economist Patrice
Laroche said.

Local strength 
In some sectors of the economy, trade

unions are still able to prove their worth using
traditional collective bargaining tactics. The
powerful German IG Metall union, which rep-
resents 2.3 million metal workers, recently
negotiated a new pay and worktime deal that
will see salaries go up and the working week
fall to 28 hours. Its power stems from it being
the only representative of employees which
means it is able to negotiate agreements that
cover all staff.

In countries where staff must negotiate
directly with their bosses on an individual basis,
they can secure better pay only by being
extremely competent or accepting freelance and
therefore precarious work, experts say. In some
countries, vulnerable workers have also formed
new unions which help to fight low-pay and
pressure on wages. This was the case for “Le
Collectif” which protects bike-riding delivery
service workers since 2017 in Belgium, or a new
network of freelance writers in Italy. —AFP
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